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2018 CONCRETE NZ
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PASSED TO WIND-UP NZRMCA
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MESSAGE FROM THE PRESIDENT
Quality

Kia ora readymixers,

Standards Revision – NZRMCA agreed to fund
a revision of NZS 3104 Specification for Concrete
Production.

Welcome to the last READYMIX NEWS of
2018, but my first as President. It is a
privilege to lead the organisation as it moves
into a new era under the Concrete NZ
Readymix Sector Group banner.

ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
The contribution of Council members Bob Officer
and Jeff Burgess deserves applause. I would also
like to single out Brian Godfrey for praise. Credit also
to the Plant Audit and Technical Committees, as well as
Concrete NZ. As always, the support of Associate Members
remains incredibly important. Let me assure you that this
assistance is never taken for granted.

However, before we take next steps, I would
like to pause for a moment and reflect on the
past 12-months by echoing some of the sentiments
expressed by my predecessor Paul Donoghue in his recent
AGM report.

OVERVIEW
During 2017/18 the Association’s Business Plan addressed
strategic matters, while also allowing it to respond to
emergent issues and position itself under Concrete NZ.

INDUSTRY ASSOCIATION CONSOLIDATION
At the October 2018 NZRMCA AGM Full Members
unanimously voted to wind-up the NZRMCA and commit
to the Concrete NZ Readymix Sector Group. This vote
(almost) concludes the consolidation process.

As with the previous few years, Association activity took
place against a relatively healthy construction backdrop.
National ready mixed concrete production continued to
trend upwards.

By way of recap, in 2015 an Industry Working Group was
established, followed in 2016 by the signing of Memoranda
of Understanding with Concrete NZ, and then approval
from Full Members to pursue consolidation. In September
2017 Concrete NZ was launched at a Parliamentary
function, and in October Deeds Recording the Transfer of
Assets were signed.

NZRMCA REGIONS
Members enjoyed the opportunity to gather and discuss
common issues. I would like to acknowledge Regional
Chairs and Regional Secretaries for their outstanding efforts.

The final ‘transfer’ of assets to Concrete NZ will take place
over the coming months. A Special General Meeting (SGM)
has been scheduled for the same day as the Combined
North Island Regional meeting on 13 March 2019 in Taupo,
at which a remit will be tabled to confirm the 2018 AGM
decision to wind-up the NZRMCA.

2017/18 BUSINESS PLAN
The 2017/18 NZRMCA Business Plan placed an emphasis
on reviewing the final stages of the Plant Audit Scheme
automation, maintaining momentum in the Health &
Safety space, and representing the Association’s interests
regarding association consolidation. Other areas are
summarised below:

We are approaching the end of a long road towards
consolidation, one which will see ready mixed concrete
interests favourably positioned for the long-term.

Training & Education
Building & Construction Industry Training Organisation
(BCITO) - NZRMCA remains part of the BCITO Concrete
National Advisory Group.

Have a happy and safe Christmas and New Year.
Richard Sands
NZRMCA / Readymix Sector Group President

Membership Support
Transport – In partnership with MITO, steps were taken
to develop a Specialist Driver (Level 4) Qualification in the
Transportation of Ready Mixed Concrete.

Cover image: New Brighton Pier Earthquake Strengthening Project
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CONCRETE NZ CONFERENCE
Hamilton’s Claudelands Events Centre lived up to its reputation as an ideal venue for the Concrete NZ Conference.
Location, access to hotels and space for the trade exhibit areas all received a big tick from delegates.

NZRMCA WINDS-UP

This year’s event drew more than 400 participants, with
many commenting on the diversity and quality of the
presentations – especially the invited keynote speakers,
Professors Campbell Middleton and Michael Thomas from
the universities of Cambridge
and New Brunswick.

NEXT YEAR’S CONFERENCE
(10 – 12 OCTOBER) WILL
BE HELD IN DUNEDIN.
THIS WILL BE THE FIRST
TIME THE CONFERENCE
IS HOSTED BY DUNEDIN,
AND ORGANISERS SAY
OTAGO OFFERS A RICH
SELECTION OF ACTIVITIES.

The remit to dissolve the NZRMCA once the ‘transfer’ to
Concrete NZ of remaining assets is completed, passed
unanimously (14 out of 14 Full Members present) at the 11
October AGM.
However, NZRMCA rules stipulate that that this resolution
must be “confirmed by simple majority at a subsequent
Special General Meeting (SGM)”.

Says Nic Brooke, the
chairman of the Conference
Organising Committee:
“Organising the conference
requires plenty of attention
to detail from an entire team
of people, and it’s always
gratifying when things go as
planned.”

As such, an SGM will be called at the Combined North
Island regional meeting scheduled for Wednesday 13
March 2019 in Taupo. Notification of the SGM will be sent
to members early in the new year.

Nic says much of the
conference’s success is
attributable to on-going
support by the Conference
Patrons and Sponsors
– “many of them have
supported the conference for
years.”

BEST TRADE STAND
HOLCIM (NEW ZEALAND) LTD
With ample room for delegates
to move around, the trade stand
area at Claudelands was a pleasant
space to take in the latest products
and services on offer.

The Patrons – Golden Bay Cement, Holcim (New Zealand)
Ltd, Pacific Steel (NZ) Ltd and Sika (NZ) Ltd – are flanked by
sponsors Ancon Building Products, BASF NZ Ltd, BCITO,
Danley, Gough Industrial Solutions and Technical Welding
Services (1998) Ltd.

The quality was high across the
entire range of stands, however,
the judges felt that Holcim
(New Zealand) Ltd’s novel approach
made them stand out from the
crowd.
Kerry Rosewarne and Tim Meikle

TOKOTOKO PASSED ON
Outgoing President Paul Donoghue of Firth Industries presented
Richard Sands of Christchurch Ready Mix Concrete with the
tokotoko stick as incoming President at the 2018 NZRMCA AGM.
The tokotoko, a Maori symbol of authority and status, was
presented to NZRMCA President Mr Pat Phillips in the early
1990s by the late Sir Howard Morrison.
It is the duty of each President to ensure that the tokotoko is laid
on the top table at every AGM, it is also their responsibility to
ensure the tokotoko’s safe keeping during the year.
This tradition will be maintained into the future as the NZRMCA
becomes the Concrete NZ Readymix Sector Group.

Richard Sands and Paul Donoghue
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2018 CONCRETE NZ READYMIX AND NZRMCA AWARDS
‘Excellence in Concrete’ was celebrated at the recent Concrete NZ Conference at Claudelands in Hamilton which
hosted the Concrete NZ Readymix Sector Group Awards and the NZRMCA Plant Audit Scheme Supreme Award.

TECHNICAL EXCELLENCE AWARD
Allied Concrete for the New Brighton Pier Earthquake
Strengthening Project
The New Brighton pier suffered damage in the 2010
and 2011 earthquakes. The spalling of concrete and
straining of reinforcement at the plastic hinge zone in the
pier columns was predicted to significantly shorted the
structures lifespan.
The specification required a (60 MPa) high strength,
marine-grade mix, that included a shrinkage compensator,
reduced aggregate size, and was to be delivered as a selfcompacting mix via the tremie method.

Grant Driver of Allied Concrete with NZRMCA Honorary Life Member
Kevin Mischewski

Due to weight-restrictions on the pier access ramp, loaded
ready-mix trucks had to discharge via concrete pump
into a mini-mixer, which then reversed along the pier to a
second concrete pump located above the columns being
repaired.
Pours often took up to 1.5 hours to complete and
were carried out in both summer and winter. Good
communication and co-ordination was required between
Allied Concrete, Fulton Hogan and Marty’s Pumping to
ensure that this was performed safely and efficiently.
James Mackechnie and
Hayden Sturzaker
JUDGES’ CITATION. THIS
PROJECT TICKS ALL THE
BOXES. THE SOPHISTICATED
MIX DESIGN TO MEET
INTRICATE ENGINEERING
REQUIREMENTS, COMBINED
WITH THE RELAY-POUR
METHOD ON A HIGHLY VISIBLE
STRUCTURE IN A HARSH
MARINE ENVIRONMENT,
WAS CHALLENGING ON
MANY LEVELS. ALLIED
CONCRETE’S TECHNICAL
ACUMEN, COMPREHENSIVE
PREPARATION AND
MONITORING, ATTENTION
TO DETAIL MUST BE
ACKNOWLEDGED, ALONG
WITH THEIR CONFIDENCE
TO ADOPT INNOVATIVE
SOLUTIONS TO GET THE JOB
DONE.
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EXTRA DISTANCE AWARD
Higgins Concrete for Cyclone Gita Response
Severe Tropical Cyclone Gita ravaged the South Pacific in
early 2018. Gita hit New Zealand as a strong ex-tropical
cyclone, with the top of the South Island being heaviest
hit, with floods and strong winds leading to a state of
emergency being declared on 20 February.
With its operations halted by the flooding and a power
outage, Higgins Concrete in Richmond chose not to ‘shutup shop’, but rather mobilise its equipment and resources
to assist the community.
Bevan Muollo of Higgins Concrete with Kevin Mischewski

Thanks to a lift on the Higgins Concrete loader, children
escaped their childcare centre which was being
threatened by rising flood waters. In addition, social media
was used to offer sand bags to those who wanted to
protect their homes.

JUDGES’ CITATION. HIGGINS CONCRETE’S UNSOLICITED
RESPONSE ON BEHALF OF THE LOCAL COMMUNITY DURING
A NATURAL DISASTER WAS EXTREMELY IMPRESSIVE. TAKING
PRIDE IN YOUR CUSTOMERS’ SATISFACTION IS PART OF
DAY-TO-DAY BUSINESS, YET HIGGINS CONCRETE WENT
THE EXTRA DISTANCE DURING CYCLONE GITA, SECURING
SOMETHING BIGGER – COMMUNITY RESPECT AND
GRATITUDE.

Parents, police and the wider Nelson community were
extremely grateful that Higgins Concrete chose to ‘payit-forward’ by helping its customer base in a time of real
need.

The Higgins
Concrete team
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EXTRA DISTANCE AWARD –
COMMENDATION
Christchurch Ready Mix Concrete for the Rolleston
College Student Project
Students from Canterbury’s Rolleston College gained
valuable, hands-on experience of working with concrete in
a collaborative community project involving Christchurch
Ready Mix Concrete and Absolute Driveways.
Ninety Year 9 students were involved in the two-day
exercise. The stimulus for the project was the students’
wish to base their “Connected” class learnings around
planning and building a school garden.
The project entailed research, design and construction
stages, with the concrete delivery and placement part
being well received by the students. 3D printers were used
to make shapes cast into concrete, while local Halswell
Quarry rock was placed in the concrete paths to form
patterns.

Richard Sands of Christchurch Ready Mix Concrete with Kevin
Mischewski
JUDGES’ CITATION - RESPONDING TO A REQUEST FROM THE
LOCAL SECONDARY SCHOOL, CHRISTCHURCH READY MIX
CONCRETE WAS GENEROUS WITH ITS TIME AND RESOURCE.
VALUE WAS GAINED FROM OFFERING STUDENTS A HANDSON EXPERIENCE WITH CONCRETE. CHRISTCHURCH READY MIX
CONCRETE DESERVED TO BE COMMENDED FOR GOING THE
EXTRA DISTANCE ON BEHALF OF THE COMMUNITY.

Everyone felt that the project was a worthwhile
undertaking, and that it was great to have suppliers and
contractors working together to help the students and at
the same time promote the product.
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NZRMCA PLANT AUDIT SCHEME SUPREME
AWARD
Firth Industries’ Geraldine Plant
The judges highlighted the fact that over an extended period
this plant has consistently received Excellence Awards.
It demonstrates the stead-fast attention to detail by the
concrete production team. The plant is an example to all other
ready mixed concrete producers across New Zealand.
The judging criteria for this Award acknowledges consistent
high performance. The 2018 winner was selected from a
group of plants that had demonstrated continuous excellence.
• Allied Concrete Limited, McAlpine St, Christchurch
• Allied Concrete Limited, Washdyke
• Allied Concrete, Palmerston North

Nan Jiang of Firth Industries with Kevin Mischewski

• Firth Industries, Geraldine

It must be noted that Allied Concrete’s Penrose Plant,
which was awarded the Supreme Award in 2013,
remains the plant with the longest record of consecutive
Excellence Awards.

• Firth Industries, Aotea Quay, Wellington
• Allied Concrete, Silverdale
• Allied Concrete, Penrose

The Firth Industries team

CHRIS MUNN RECOGNISED BY THE CONCRETE NZ LEARNED SOCIETY
Widely considered one of the most prolific and popular
presenters at Concrete Conferences over the years, Chris
Munn’s outstanding contributions were this year recognised
with him being elected an Honorary Member of the Concrete
NZ Learned Society.
Chris is a long-serving member of the Society and has not
only operated as President but was also a member of the
management committee for seven years. During his time
significant improvements to the management processes
of budgeting and planning were established – that legacy
continues to this day.
New Zealand Standard committees on which Chris has served
include NZS 3104 (presently active), NZS 3109, NZS 4218,
and NZS 4541. He has also served as the Executive Officer
of the New Zealand Concrete Masonry Association and on
the Technical Committee of the New Zealand Ready Mixed
Concrete Association.
In his citation, Dene Cook drew special attention to Chris’
unique ability to communicate effectively with all sectors – and
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Dene Cook and Chris Munn

at all levels – of the concrete industry. “This skill has been
a tremendous asset for us. The number of presentations
and papers is testament to Chris’ commitment to share
his passion for all things concrete.”
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Glenda Harvey (Concrete NZ Chair) and Grant Florence (BCITO Board) present Rafaele Vaifale with the 2018 Concrete Industry Apprentice of the Year Award

CONCRETE INDUSTRY APPRENTICE OF THE YEAR
Rafaele Vaifale of Sharp Concrete Cutters & Drillers Ltd in Auckland took home the 2018 Concrete Industry
Apprentice of the Year award at the Concrete NZ Conference held at Claudelands in Hamilton, 11–13 October.
Concrete New Zealand (NZ) Chief Executive, Rob Gaimster,
says that productivity within the construction industry is
currently faced with a number of hurdles, such as a lack
of skilled workers, and one solution is to encourage the
up-take of industry training, such as enrolment in a BCITO
qualification.

Relatively new to the concrete sawing and drilling sector,
Rafaele, or Ralf as he is known, is self-motivated and
independent. Energised by new challenges, Ralf seeks to
‘think outside the square’ to find solutions.
Starting off as a trainee driller, Ralf’s positive attitude has
seen him progress to large, deep and technical drilling.
Having gained experience on some big Auckland projects
such as the Waterview Tunnel and the Mangere BNR
Upgrade, Ralf is learning something new every day.

“Concrete NZ and BCITO launched the Concrete Industry
Apprentice of the Year award two years ago for all those
enrolled in, or who have just finished, one of BCITO’s
concrete apprenticeships, with the aim of celebrating
exceptional individuals,” says Rob.

Raewyn Sharp of Sharp Concrete Cutters & Drillers, Ralf’s
employer, thinks she “struck gold” with Ralf, who she
describes as “a team player full of enthusiasm, eager to
learn, not afraid to challenge himself and humble enough
to ask for help when needed.”

“The quality of entrants in 2018 was outstanding, covering
those that work (and train) in precast concrete, placing and
finishing, concrete production and concrete construction.
While judging was tough it provided an insight into some of
our leaders of tomorrow.

Ralf recently completed the BCITO’s National Certificate in
Concrete Construction: Sawing & Drilling Level 3.

“Ralf stood out as a worthy trainee who deserves applause
for his enthusiasm and willingness to learn. This, coupled
with his appreciation of what he can learn from his
experienced colleagues, and interest in the intricacies of
concrete cutting and drilling, resonated with the judges.

“We are pleased to congratulate Rafaele on this
achievement. With the number of people completing
formal concrete qualifications continuing to grow, it is
wonderful to celebrate and reward the best of the best.
It’s what makes coming to work every day all worth it – to
see apprentices, the young, shining stars of our industry,
getting the recognition they deserve,” says Warwick Quinn,
Chief Executive, BCITO.
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“The Concrete Industry Apprentice of the Year award
is gaining momentum, and will continue to be a vehicle
to help industry celebrate top apprentices, the value of
trade training and the importance of employer and family
support.

Precast Concrete
Concrete Production
Product Manufacture: Pipe
Product Manufacture: Masonry Product
Construction: Sawing & Drilling
Construction: Placing & Finishing
Concrete Construction

“Those wanting a career in construction must consider
the tremendous opportunities available across the wider
concrete industry. An important first-leg on the voyage is
to sign-up for a BCITO concrete apprenticeship.”
The award was open to all those enrolled in, or who had
recently completed, one of the following BCITO concrete
apprenticeships:

(Level 3)
(Level 3)
(Level 3)
(Level 3)
(Level 3)
(Level 3)
(Level 4)

The Concrete Industry Apprentice of the Year was made
possible thanks to major sponsors BCITO and Concrete NZ.

The Sharp Concrete Cutting & Drillers team

NZS 3104 REVIEW UPDATE
The current review of NZS 3104 Specification for
Concrete Production continues, with the Committee
now having met twice in Wellington in September
and October.

An audit checklist has been proposed as an appendix
to provide a comprehensive review of standard
recommendations and requirements.
Similarly, a weigh scale test example is also proposed
for the appendix to illustrate the correct procedure
for undertaking and analysing weighing accuracy. A
review of the NZRMCA Plant Audit Scheme Plant Audit
Handbook was also undertaken to ensure consistency
with NZS 3104.

Advice is being taken regarding proposals for an
alternative statistical approach. Several options
are under consideration; these will be analysed
by a statistician with boundary conditions and
implementation procedure.

It is anticipated that a draft for public comment will
be released in early 2019, with publication mid 2019.

Revisions have been made to the draft Standard
with the following added - definitions, plant engineer
visits, scale testing procedures, notes on low volume
production plants, number of test specimens to
include 7-day testing, mixer evaluation for stationary
mixers, note on site testing, audit reporting and
clarification on calculation for within testing
coefficient of variation.
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A LOVE OF
DRIVING LEADS
TO A CAREER
IN CONCRETE
Ever since she got her first driver licence at sixteen, Megan Oliver has loved driving. In fact, she loves it so much,
the 23-year-old has turned her passion into a successful and rewarding career as a truck driver for Allied Concrete,
Canterbury.
Driver) (Level 3) through MITO.

It wasn’t always the career she had planned however. After
she left school, Megan gained a qualification in beauty
therapy but, after a year in the industry, she decided it
wasn’t what she had hoped for. Going from being a beauty
therapist to a licenced truck driver is quite a career change,
and Megan admits that it’s one she may not have pursued
if it weren’t for the encouragement of her partner.

“I wanted to get qualified in order to challenge myself and
gain recognition for my knowledge and experience in the
industry,” says Megan. “As an on-the-job learner, I can
put the skills I’m learning straight into practice – which is
definitely a benefit if you’re more of a hands-on or visual
learner like myself. Being a qualified truck driver will allow
me to progress my career within the industry.”

“I just didn’t think of it as a job I could do,” says Megan.
“But looking back, I don’t know what was stopping me. I’ve
always had an interest in trucks. When I would see one of
the large Class 5 truck and trailers on the road, I always
dreamed of driving one someday! It just took a little push
from my partner for me to decide to take the initiative and
gain my Class 2 licence and enter the commercial road
transport industry.”

Allied Concrete Canterbury Area Manager, Simon Packman,
says “As a business, we’re always looking for ways to
encourage more young people into the industry. Through
MITO, our employees can complete qualifications that
open up a number of career pathways - both within Allied
Concrete and the wider industry. Megan is a perfect
example of the opportunities that exist. With her fantastic
work ethic, and desire to be continually challenged,
she has now started a new role within the company as
Operations Trainee.”

After some initial experience working for a freighting
company, where Megan gained her Class 4 learner license,
Megan joined Allied Concrete in April 2016. Since then, she
has obtained her Class 4 full licence, which allows her to
drive rigid trucks of up to 30 tonnes, and has completed
her National Certificate in Goods Service (Heavy Vehicle

Megan is more than excited by the new role. “It’s a two
to three-year internal leadership programme that may
eventually lead to a management position. You get
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“When I would see one of the
large Class 5 truck and trailers
on the road, I always dreamed
of driving one someday!”
exposed to every single part of the
concrete industry – whether it’s driving,
sales, batching, testing or slumping. I’m
really looking forward to the challenge
and added responsibility.”
Driving will still be part of the job though
and Megan’s certainly happy about that.
“After all - I really do love it,” she laughs.
“The freedom of being out on the
road all the time, and not being stuck
inside, really resonates with me. Plus, I
get to do my part in helping to rebuild
Christchurch. We’ve helped with some
amazing buildings and developments
which is extremely rewarding.”
Article courtesy of Mito and Allied Concrete.
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“ONE OF THE BEST WE
HAVE DEALT WITH”
Christchurch Ready Mix Concrete’s diligence, commitment and willingness to “go the extra
distance” in providing top-quality supply to a large post-tensioned (PT) slab project in
Rolleston has seen it earn high praise from client, Naylor Love.

The project involved Naylor Love managing the expansion
of The Warehouse Group’s covered 36,000 square metre
South Island Distribution Centre (SIDC) – already the
largest single-level building in the South Island – by an
additional 14,000 square metres.
To prevent the formation of shrinkage cracks and reduce
the need for control joints a PT slab was specified. This
technology, co-ordinated by BBR Contech, provides a slab
with enhanced durability.
A PT slab (a form of ‘pre-stressing’) entailed steel cables,
threaded through galvanised steel ducts, being stressed
at precise times during concrete hardening. At the end
of each cable an anchor is located, which sits in a pocket
embedded into the slab edge. When the cables are
stressed they stretch, placing a load on the slab. After
stressing, the cable is cut off, and the anchor pocket is
grouted to prevent corrosion.
As Naylor Love business development director Scott
Watson explains, to ensure the concrete would have the
base quality and strength required to accommodate PT,
necessitated considerable advanced testing and cooperation between all parties.

demonstrated a real enthusiasm and willingness to
ensure the quality of the concrete was right up there and
consistent.”
“At Naylor Love, we are particularly thorough about our
concrete – we want to get it right and you only get one
opportunity at these things. So, we are quite demanding
clients when it comes to the concrete supply and
Christchurch Ready Mix Concrete has really been one of
the best we have dealt with.”

“The quality and finish of the PT slab is the heart of the
project,” says Scott.
“Christchurch Ready Mix Concrete were particularly
co-operative and eager to provide quality control. They
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Christchurch Ready Mix Concrete concrete manager Richard Sands
agrees the project demanded “tight specifications and timeframes”.
He says it was consequently a very collaborative process, overseen by
Holmes Consulting Group project engineer Daniel Moore as consulting
engineer.
“Trial mixes were developed and tested – not just for strength, but also
for workability and finish,” says Richard. “Density and air content were
repeatedly tested until we came up with the design that was going to tick
all the boxes.”
“We had a purpose-built slump-testing trailer on site – every single load
of concrete that was delivered came through that trailer for quality
assurance checks and testing. The main contractor measured and
monitored bleed water – which is not something they normally do.”
“The building’s door openings and windows were covered with tarpaulins
to protect the slab from environmental issues such as the sun and wind,”
adds Richard.
Given the intricacies of PT slabs – whereby an initial stress is applied when
the concrete reaches a certain level of megapascal (MPa) and then a final
stress is applied at a higher level before the steel cables are grouted in
place – a “huge” number of concrete test cylinders were processed.
”Concrete cylinders were tested for compressive strength at set times by
the client in the Christchurch Ready Mix Concrete lab. We had minimum
strength targets that had to be achieved before slab tensioning could
commence. It was not unusual for our lab technicians to be called back at
various times during the night following the pour to ensure the tensioning
process could start.”
With a key feature of PT slabs being the absence of joints, there was no
opportunity to utilise formwork to allow pauses during concrete pours.
Hence, Christchurch Ready Mix Concrete had to ensure it had the
capability to complete large pours in a single, continuous exercise.
“We had a target of 45-50 cubic metres per hour and were aiming to have a
truck load of concrete delivered every seven to eight minutes on site over a
7-8 hour period. We also had a strict slump policy we had to follow.”
”The PT slab had around 2,500 cubic metres of concrete which were
broken down to pours of 300 to 350 cubic metres,” says Richard.
While conveniently having its newly-built Rolleston plant located
about two minutes’ drive from the worksite at IZONE Business Park,
Christchurch Ready Mix Concrete also had other contingencies in place.
“We gave plenty of notice to our suppliers to ensure that we had all
cement silos, as well as aggregate and admixture tanks full.”
“If our Rolleston plant broke down, we had drivers, engineers and
mechanics on call and if needed we could transfer everyone to our
Hornby concrete plant and start batching from there.”
To minimise traffic issues, the pours typically commenced at about
2am-3am, which also meant there was no additional liaison required
with roading authorities.
Extremely pleased with the feedback received from Naylor Love, Richard
says it is has been a very rewarding project, highlighted by the “challenges
of exceeding customer expectations”.
“For us one of our key strategies was to use the same staff for every pour
to help minimise any possible issues. Pre-pour and post-pour meetings
were held for every single pour. Learnings were documented and
implemented on the following pours.”
“Overall it was a huge privilege to be involved with the project, and work
with so many capable professionals to realise the client’s requirements,”
concludes Richard.
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BEST PRACTICE GUIDELINES FOR COMPRESSIVE
STRENGTH TESTING OF CONCRETE TESTED ON-SITE
JAMES MACKECHNIE
This article outlines the proposed content of a new information bulletin on compressive strength testing of
concrete that is particularly relevant for independent testing companies who sample site concrete.
SAMPLING OF CONCRETE

CURING OF CONCRETE

The type of sampling done on site concrete must be
stated, being either representative or snatch and done
in accordance with NZS 3112: Part 1 Methods of Test for
Concrete - Tests Relating to Fresh Concrete, Section 3. A
representative sample is a composite of three sub-samples
that are mixed together whereas a snatch sample is a
single sample taken from the point of discharge. Snatch
sampling is acceptable on site but should be taken from
the middle of the discharge.

Site testing of concrete requires sampling, cylinder making
and storage to be done at this location until the strength
of concrete is sufficient to allow transportation back to the
laboratory. NZS 3112 Part 2 states that cylinders should
be left undisturbed for 16 hours to 80 hours. Concrete
stored on site needs to be suitably protected such that
specimens remain at a temperature between 10–26oC.
These temperature limits are given since prolonged
storage at low temperatures will produce lower than
normal 7-day strengths, while high temperature storage
can reduce 28-day strength.

SAMPLING TYPE

• One bucket required

SNATCH

• Site testing from
middle of the concrete
discharge from mixer

• Three drops combined

REPRESENTATIVE

• Plant testing from
initial discharge from
mixer

SITE STORAGE

PLANT STORAGE

Stored at
10–26oC for
16–80 hours

Stored at
19–23oC once
capped

Provides an
indication of
performance

Most reliable
assessment as
best control

SLUMP TESTING OF CONCRETE
It is recommended that a slump test is done before making
cylinder specimens as stated in NZS 3104 Specification
for Concrete Production, Clause 2.15.1.1. This ensures
concrete was at a suitable consistence level to be
adequately compacted on site using mechanical methods
in accordance with NZS 3112 Part 1. Fresh concrete
sampled on site should not be transported back to the
laboratory due to segregation and stiffening of the material
in transport.

MOISTURE CONDITION
Concrete must be cured at a temperature of 19-23oC in a
saturated condition until testing for compressive strength
at 7 or 28 days. Test cylinders should be tested in the
saturated surface dry condition and should not be allowed
to dry out excessively. Typically test cylinders are tested
within two hours of being taken out of the curing tank
unless plaster capping is applied.

NUMBER OF TEST SPECIMENS
When assessing the compressive strength of concrete,
three test cylinders are required for each test from the
same sample of concrete. This may be reduced to two
specimens when analysis of strength results shows that
the within test coefficient of variation is less than 4% as
defined by NZS 3104 and NZS 3112 Part 2 Methods of Test
for Concrete - Tests Relating to the Determination of Strength
of Concrete. This requirement is to ensure that the mean
strength is reliable since confidence in the result will
be reduced if testing is not able to produce consistent
strengths between test specimens.

DIMENSION AND WEIGHT
The dimensions and weight of test cylinders are measured
in accordance with NZS 3112 Part 2. This is done for
several reasons; to confirm dimensions are within
tolerance, to calculate cross-section for strength and
calculate volume used with the weight to assess hardened
density. Poor practice such as inadequate compaction
and curing will be seen not just in strength but also in the
hardened density.
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END TOLERANCES

TESTING MACHINE

The ends of test specimens need to be checked for
flatness, squareness and defects as these will affect the
strength tested if outside the stated tolerances in NZS
3112 Part 2. Greater allowance for top ends being out
of square and level is allowed when using the restrained
rubber capping device, but this is only intended for use on
the top of the cylinder. Should either end be out of the
specified tolerance given in NZS 3112 Part 2 then hard
plaster capping or grinding is required. Rubber caps are
supplied at a shore hardness of 50-65 for normal concrete
up to 50 MPa and 75 for high strength concrete above 50
MPa.

Testing machines for compressive strength need to comply
with NZS 3112 Part 2 Section 6 with the following key
requirements:
• Machine is calibrated annually to ensure reliability in
compressive forces being measured
• Load pacer or automatic system is used to ensure
constant load rate between 10-20 MPa/min
• The lower platen has a centring device to ensure test
specimens are uniformly loaded

CAPPING OF ENDS

• The upper platen shall be spherically seated to allow
rotation of the bearing surface

Several methods of capping are possible for test cylinders
that are summarised as follows:

• Loading is centrally distributed through the inscribed
centre of the steel platens

• Restrained rubber that is permitted using 105 mm
diameter rigs for 100 mm cylinders is used on one end
and concrete strengths do not exceed 80 MPa

TESTING PROCEDURE
The test procedure shall be carried out in accordance with
NZS 3112 Part 2 Section 6:

• Sulphur capping is permitted provided cap is at least
one hour old and strength exceeds 35 MPa for concrete
less than 50 MPa and two hours old for higher strength
concrete

• Place test specimen centrally in the machine
• Ensure that the hydraulically activated platen is floating
and scale is zeroed

• Gypsum plaster is permitted provided cap is at least
an hour old and plaster mixture is at least 35 MPa and
concrete strength is less than 50 MPa

• Bring the upper platen and test specimen together until
a uniform bearing is obtained
• Apply force with shock and increase continuously at the
specified load rate until crushing occurs
• Record the maximum compressive force applied and
record this value
• Examine crushed test specimen and note whether
normal or shear failure and any abnormality

Restrained
rubber capping
rig to correct
for cylinder
squareness

TEST REPORTING
The following information should be recorded for each test
specimen and kept as a laboratory record:
Rubber capping
system is only intended
for slight imperfections
on cylinders top end and
is restrained to prevent
splitting of the concrete
cylinder during
testing

Concrete
cylinder 100
x 200mm
nominally

• Identification of test specimen with date of test and age
of specimen
• Any unusual defects or notes about the specimen
before testing
• Dimensions and weight of test specimen as well as any
end defects or out of tolerance
• Maximum force applied and calculated density and
compressive strength
• Mode of failure of test specimen and any special notes
of abnormalities

COMPRESSIVE FORCE

• Grade of concrete tested to check whether test
specimen has failed
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MENTAL HEALTH IN THE CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY
The construction industry has the highest percentage of suicide for employed men of any
industry in New Zealand. Most of those interviewed as part of a recent BRANZ study, while
surprised at the high suicide rate, agreed there was a key driver to the high rates - the poor
culture. Described as “macho” and “bullying” and including intolerance of diversity, the culture
was seen to significantly contribute to poor mental health of construction industry workers.
The impact on worksite safety of poor mental health is
high, with presenteeism being seen as a major health and
safety risk for those working on site.

• well-informed customers demanding more

Internationally, research shows the construction industry
suffers from higher rates of suicide and mental health
issues compared to the general population or other
industries.

• an undervalued career path

Research undertaken in Australia indicates construction
workers are six times more likely to die by suicide than in a
workplace accident.

The boom-bust cycle of the industry and the resulting
pressure was seen as a significant contributing factor.
Interestingly, those interviewed said the boom cycle was
seen as the most stressful, with a statement made by one
participant that “the boom cycle breaks people”. This is
because of the pressure to deliver quickly and in quantity.

• a high-risk worker population

• intergenerational issues on worksites
• intolerance of diversity.

As a result, countries such as Australia, the UK and the
USA have implemented initiatives to reduce suicide and
improve mental health as a fundamental part of health and
safety.

BRANZ General Manager Industry Research Dr Chris
Litten said poor mental health or distress drives workers
away from their jobs in the form of absenteeism and
presenteeism or leaving the industry entirely. This results
in lower productivity and increasing costs, reinforcing a
vicious cycle of pressure and stress.

Fifteen people were interviewed on the issue of the
state of mental health in the New Zealand building and
construction industry for the BRANZ scoping study.
Respondents cited several potential contributing factors
for the high suicide rates including:

“Some of those interviewed noted some positive changes
happening within industry but there was a unanimous call
for more research to understand the factors behind the
high rates of suicide,” Dr Litten said.

• a culture of toxic masculinity sets the tone for
everything else that happens within the industry - the
“take a concrete pill and harden up” attitude among the
workforce

In the meantime, there is discussion within the
construction industry on further trialling the Australian
support programme Mates in Construction in New Zealand.

• the high-pressure nature of the industry (boom and
bust cycles etc)
• drug and alcohol use

The BRANZ report Mental Health in the Construction Industry
Scoping Study is available for download – www.branz.co.nz.
Mates in Construction is implemented directly through individual
company or organisation and is already in place in Nelson and
Timaru.
BRANZ has also funded Andy Walmsley through a BRANZ
scholarship to undertake his PhD looking at:
The Right Tool for the Job: An Investigation into Help-Seeking
Behaviours Among Men Within the New Zealand
Construction Industry.
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BUILD A FOUNDATION OF TRUST
SUE DYER
Did you ever work on a team where it seemed that
everyone was working against each other? Trust erodes
into a war. It’s no surprise when such a project or
initiative fails. Sometimes you just wish that there was a
way to get everyone on the same page.
This was the case on one highway-widening project. The
team had to calculate how much asphalt it would take
to fill the holes left when they dug out the failed areas of
the road. The owner and his contractor’s superintendent
went out and measured the area (a square area at that)
to be filled. Time after time they just couldn’t agree on
the measurement. And that wasn’t the only thing they
couldn’t agree on – how long the project would take, how
far the work should proceed in a day, what work had been
completed, if the work had been completed correctly or
even on what time of the day to meet – they couldn’t agree
on anything. Finally, in frustration, the superintendent blew
up and was kicked off the job.
This was also the case for an IT project team. The team
included 13 members from three different departments:
information technology, human resources and finance.
The team was working to install and run a new enterprisewide human resources program. The CEO had been told
that the new program would improve his ability to make
strategic business decisions by allowing him to “slice and
dice information” in almost any manner he chose. Each of
the team members felt that their department should be
able to get what their department wanted.

THE FOUNDATIONS OF PARTNERING
Concept #1: Take Ownership of Problems
What happens when a problem occurs? Is your first
reaction, “I thought Bob was supposed to do this,” “I paid
a lot of money to get this right” or “These numbers are
just wrong?” If so, the next logical step is to figure out who
is to blame for your having this problem. Most of us are
skilled at analyzing who is to blame. Meanwhile, what is
happening to the problem that you’ve uncovered… who is
trying to resolve it? No one! When blame seeking starts, all
communication between team members stops. If it takes
the team two days, two weeks or two months to begin
to talk about the “real” problem, that time can never be
recuperated. It is lost forever. This is a huge risk to the
success of your project.

Further, each department was reluctant to change its
way of doing business (and the three departments all did
business differently). So, each department wanted the
new program to serve its needs over the needs of the
other departments. Distrust built up over time. Meetings
were very heated as team members lobbied to get their
own way. Soon people stopped going to the meetings
altogether. After a year of fighting, the team, and project,
finally crashed and burned when the entire payroll for
30,000 employees could not be printed. A lack of trust
prevented people from getting their paychecks!

It doesn’t matter who created the problem. What does
matter is that you resolve the problem quickly so the
project (or team) is not damaged. Ownership of problems
means that everyone owns the problems. You seek
solution not blame.

How many times have you been involved with a project
that is going south – you know that trust is just not there
and you just don’t know what to do?

Concept #2: Commit to Full Disclosure

Here are some concepts that help create a foundation that
allows for trust and partnerships to grow.

This means that you tell everyone everything that you
know. How can the team possibly create plans or know
where the inherent problems are if it doesn’t have the
best information? Many times, team members hold their
cards close to their chests, not revealing everything that
they know. They think that this somehow gives them an
advantage. But in fact, when you are working on a project
(or on a team) you are interdependent – you need each
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other in order to succeed. By holding your cards close,
causing the other team members to not make the best
decisions or plans, you are really hurting yourself as well as
the potential success of your project or initiative.

If there are legal agreements between you as partners,
don’t let them solely define your working relationship.
The judicial process is adversarial by design. This can
undermine the ability to build the partnering relationships
required to succeed. You can’t be both “partners” and
“adversaries,” they are mutually exclusive. Commitment
means doing whatever is necessary to keep your
partnership alive and well.

Honestly discussing all problems up front can help you
assure success. We know from research that problems
occurring after you are underway have a greater impact
than problems identified and worked out during the
planning phase. So, at the very start of your project or
initiative take time for the team members to share what
each sees as potential problems. Then you will have time
to mitigate the impacts. Full disclosure means you tell
everyone everything that you know – the good, the bad
and the ugly.

Concept #5: Be Fair and Build Trust
Projects are built on a foundation of TRUST. Trust is the
keystone of partnership. Your partnership will be as good
as your ability to create and grow trust between your team
members. It allows for open, honest communication. You
have more power to create trust than you might think.
Your first interaction sets the tone for the relationship.
If you go into the relationship trusting and seeking to
cooperate and work together, then you are highly likely to
get that attitude in return. If you go into the relationship
trying to protect your interests and unwilling to be open,
that is probably what you will get in return. Game theory
shows that cooperative relationships produce larger wins
than those where participants are protective and selfserving.

Concept #3: Empower Others
Team members often get frustrated when they aren’t
allowed to make the decisions that they feel are critical
for a successful project. Even worse is when a decision
they’ve made is overturned by someone higher up in the
organization. Pushing the power and decision making
down to the project/team level is critical for the success
of the project or initiative. When issues leave the project
level they tend to grow exponentially in both cost and time.
You will generally get better quality decisions from those
closest to the issues. Empowering your team members is
your best bet for success.

What I’ve learned about trust is that, for a team, “fairness”
is the underpinning of creating trust. When someone feels
that something is “unfair” that trust begins to erode. So,
when you have a problem or issue always put “fairness” on
the table and discuss it first. What is a fair way to resolve
the issue? Most teams can figure it out. Measure the level
of trust on your project and you will have a good idea of
how successful your project will be. By using these five
concepts you can build the attitude and atmosphere that
allows partnerships to grow. For most projects/ initiatives,
working together, not against each other, is the only way
they can hope to succeed.

In many organizations power resides away from the
project and the team members don’t feel that they can
make decisions. Before you start a project/initiative, it is
important to figure out ways to empower the team to do
whatever it feels is required in order to succeed. Many
teams are doomed before they start. Empowering others
means you push the decision making down to the project
level before you start.
Concept #4: Partnering Requires Commitment

• Take Ownership of the Problem
• Commit to Full Disclosure

Partnership doesn’t just happen by itself, it takes
commitment to build and grow. There will be many things
along the way working to split up you and your partners.
You have to keep together despite them. There will be
times when it would be easier to just walk away instead of
sitting down face-to-face to work things out. Sometimes,
the best commitment you can make is to tell each other
the truth and then deal with it constructively.

• Empower Others
• Partnering Requires Commitment
• Be Fair and Build Trust

Sue Dyer, President of OrgMetrics LLC a professional partnering facilitation firm, has created a structured Collaborative Partnering™ model
that is producing extraordinary project results (10-30% cost savings). Sue just launched two new collaboration tools to assist project teams,
Partnering FIT™ virtual training program and the Construction Scorecard™ program that includes your Project Momentum Score™. These new
tools allow you to develop an integrated culture of collaboration on your projects. To learn more about Partnering FIT ™ or the Construction
Scorecard™ inquire at info@orgmet.com.
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Top mounted water tank
k Bucket carrier
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Steel rollers
LED lights
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Flashing lights
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